All ICDL 2016 conference participants are welcome to attend the special events.
For special event on “Smart Ways to Publishing and Digital Marketing”,
please Register here.
Day 3: 15 December 2016, Thursday

Smart Ways to Publishing and Digital Marketing
Timing (11.30 - 1.00 pm)

Venue: Silver Oak

Background
According to Digital Trends Report 2015 prepared by Adobe, over 43% of the companies
consider digital marketing including social media marketing as an integral part of
organizations marketing strategy. It is the increasingly digital nature of the world that has
been the catalyst for propelling marketing into an even more elevated role within the
organization, and it is unusual now for digital marketing to be treated in silo. In the strategic
digital marketing domain, marketing content preparation remains the core issue - the size of
words indicating the frequency of mentions, anticipating possible search by customers using
key areas in which organizations plan to experiment most heavily in the coming years are
likely to take central stage. Social, mobile, content and personalization were most commonly
used avenues in digital marketing. These avenues supplemented by data analytics have
become a powerful tool for making high value investments and also facilitates decision making
process in marketing.
This session will highlight digital marketing from different perspectives which will include
academic scenarios, corporate scenarios including innovative approaches to customer
engagements using web and social media platforms.
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